
 

S. Korea conducts successful rocket engine
test

November 28 2018

  
 

  

A single stage rocket takes off from its launch pad at the Naro Space Center in
Goheung, South Korea, Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2018. Yonhap News Agency,
citing South Korean officials, reported that South Korea successfully tested its
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locally developed rocket engine on Wednesday. (Korea Pool/Yonhap via AP)

South Korea has launched a single-stage rocket to test a locally made
engine as part of efforts to place a satellite into orbit.

The Science Ministry says it has confirmed its engine test was successful
after the rocket landed off the southern coast on Wednesday.

It says South Korea aims to develop a domestically built space launch
vehicle by 2021.

In 2013, South Korea succeeded in thrusting a satellite into orbit aboard
a rocket blasted from its soil for the first time, but parts of that rocket
were built with Russian help.

Rival North Korea put its first satellite into space in late 2012, a launch
viewed by Seoul and Washington as a test of Pyongyang's long-range
missile technology.

Last year, North Korea conducted three intercontinental ballistic missile
tests.
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In this photo provided by Korea Aerospace Research Institute, a single stage
rocket takes off from its launch pad at the Naro Space Center in Goheung, South
Korea, Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2018. Yonhap News Agency, citing South Korean
officials, reported that South Korea successfully tested its locally developed
rocket engine on Wednesday. (Korea Aerospace Research Institute via AP)
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In this photo provided by Korea Aerospace Research Institute, a single stage
rocket takes off from its launch pad at the Naro Space Center in Goheung, South
Korea, Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2018. Yonhap News Agency, citing South Korean
officials, reported that South Korea successfully tested its locally developed
rocket engine on Wednesday. (Korea Aerospace Research Institute via AP)
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In this photo provided by Korea Aerospace Research Institute, a single stage
rocket takes off from its launch pad at the Naro Space Center in Goheung, South
Korea, Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2018. Yonhap News Agency, citing South Korean
officials, reported that South Korea successfully tested its locally developed
rocket engine on Wednesday.(Korea Aerospace Research Institute via AP)
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